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TARGUS BLACKTOP DELUXE CASE - LAPTOP BAG

Product Name: TARGUS BLACKTOP DELUXE CASE - LAPTOP BAG

Manufacturer: Targus

Model Number: TLT014EU

The Blacktop Deluxe Computer Case offers a striking new design; whilst retaining all
the original benefits of a Targus Computer Case. Featuring a well padded notebook
compartment with space to hold accessories and power supplies, this case is designed
to accommodate notebook computers with screens up to 15.4". It also benefits from
having multiple pockets for a PDA, mobile phone, CD's, business cards, pens and
other necessities. Other features include a removable pouch within the notebook
compartment for storing your accessories and power supply and a rear zippered
expanding file section. This enhanced design offers many new benefits including: cd
sleeve pockets, new flexible comfort zipper pulls, rolling luggage security strap, elastic
pen loops, comfortable molded handle, adjustable shoulder strap...The Blacktop Range
is the ultimate combination of fashion and practicality in today's modern world. Padded
notebook computer compartment for machines up to 15.4" -Stylish multifunctional case
designed to meet your daily needs -Rubber CompuTred surrounds the base and sides
of the case offering additional case stability -Rear zippered expanding file section to
keep all your documents protected -Multiple pockets for maximum storage and
improved organisation (mobile phone, PDA, card holder, CD's, elastic pen loops and
many more!) -Removable accessory Pouch -Two-tone coloured design -Innovative
flexible zipper pulls for a better grip -Lugagge strap allowing you to attach the case
easily to a trolley -Ergonomically designed handle to offer you extra comfort when
carrying your case -Integrated CD sleeve pockets to transport your CDs safely
-Side-access mobile phone pocket for easy access

Price: R920.54

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 09 March, 2006
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